I. INTRODUCTION
In [9] the notions of an EOL form and its interprétations was first introduced and in [10] this was followed up by a preliminary investigation of a restricted interprétation, namely uniform interprétation of terminal symbols. Given the productions: This uniformity enables us to keep track of terminals. As is now known, not only can we characterize the family of context-free languages using only terminal productions of the type a -• a, under uniform interprétation (see section 4), but also under usual interprétations we cannot obtain this family [1] . Further, uniform interprétations correspond to the uniform substitutions usually studied in logic and in the two-level van Wijngaarten grammars. Hence we feel their study is especially well motivated. Recently uniform interprétations have been investigated in [2] and in [3] with respect to some decidability results. In the present paper our main thème is synchronized EOL forms under uniform interprétation, although we also present results in the gênerai case. In particular we prove various normal form results in section 3, having noted in passing some basic results in section 2. For example, given a synchronized EOL form F, then ££ U (F) is closed under intersection with regular sets. Further for each synchronized EOL form F there exists a uniform form equivalent EOL form G which is span-short, propagating and synchronized. In section 4 we discuss the generative capacity of EOL forms. In particular we show that there are no unigenerators for any "naturaF language family, prove a c 'réduction" resuit, namely £f u 
(F)^J?iffJ?(F)^y,
if a language family satisfying weak conditions, and also characterize when a synchronized EOL form générâtes ail the regular sets. Finally, we conclude in section 5 by introducing three topics which we feel are worthy of further investigation.
DEFINITIONS AND FIRST RESULTS
Following [8] and [9] we introducé the notions of an EOL form and its interprétations and also uniform interprétations.
An EOL System is a quadruple G = (K, Z, P,S) where Fis an alphabet, Eü V the terminal alphabet, V -I the nonterminal alphabet, S in V -Z is the start symbol and P is a finite set of pairs (X, oc) with X in F and oc in F* such that for each X in F there is at least one such pair in P. The éléments of P are called productions and are usually written X -> oc. We say G is propagating if for ail X -> a in P, oc #e, the empty word. The yield relation =>, as well as => + , =>* and => k (a /c-step dérivation) are defmed in the usual way. The language generated by an EOL system G is defined by:
L(G)={x in I* : S =>* x}.
To avoid unnecessary complications, languages which differ by at most the empty word, are said to be equal.
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Families of languages which differ by at most the empty set are considérée equal if for each non-empty language in the one family there is an equal language in the other family, and vice versa.
Let F = (V, Z, P,S) be an EOL System. A in V -Z is said to be a blocking symbol if for all a such that A => + a in F, a is not in I*. Let K B g V-Z dénote the set of blocking symbols in F. F is synchronized if for all a in Z, a => + a implies a is not in Z*. F is short if the right-hand sides of all rules are of lengtĥ 2, and binary if each production is one of the types:
where the capital letters are nonterminals.
Before turning to the définition of an EOL form and its interprétations we need the following notion. Let Zand À be alphabets, then a substitution/ : Z* -• 2 A * is afinite letter substitution ( ƒ-substitution) if for all a in Z,/ (a) c= À. Moreover ƒ is a disjoint fini te letter substitution (^-substitution) if ƒ is an ^-substitution and for all a, b in Z, a #b implies f(a) nj\b) = 0.
An EOL jorm F is an EOL System F = (V, Z, P,S). An EOL system F' = {V\ Z', P\S') is an interprétation oj F, modulo |i, F' <\ F(u) (or simply F' < F), if ja is a ^-substitution on F such that the following conditions (i)-(iv) hold:
, where|i(P) = {a' -• P' : a -> pis in P, a'isin|a(a)and P'isin
, where |i M (P) is the subset of ail productions ocó -• ai. . • OL[ obtained as follows. Assume that p : oc 0 -> a ï .. .a, isin P, thenaó -> ai. . .a ï 'containedin|i(P)isin |i u (P) iff a r = a & in Z implies a^ = a^. (Thus the substitution lias to be uniform on terminais.)
The family of EOL forms generated by F is defined by & (F)={F' : F' <1 F}, and the family of languages generated by F is deûned by JSf(F)={L(F') : F' <F}. Similarly we define & U (F) and ^U{F).
Two EOL forms F l and F 2 are (uniform) form equivalent if An EOL form F = ( K, Z, P, S) is a two-symbol form if K= { S, a} and Z = { a }. It is simple if it is also short.
In the following we dénote by if (FIN), <£ (REG), J^(LIN), if (CF), J^(OL) and ££ (EOL) the families of finite, regular, linear, context-free, OL and EOL languages respectively. A deterministic complete sequential machine (dcsm)M, is a quintuple (Q, Z, A, 8, q 0 ), where Q is a fmite nonempty set of states, Z is an input alphabet, A an output alphabet, q 0 in Q an initial state and ô the transition function 5:QxZ->ÇxÀ. ô is extended to Q x Z* in the standard manner. A map j : Z* -> A* is a dc\sm me//? if there is a c/csm M such that for ail x in Z*,
We extend M to sets of words in the natural way. Let if be a family of languages then by Ji{^£) we dénote the closure of if under desm maps, that is:
We close this section by formulating some basic results which are given without proof. PROPOSITION 
NORMAL FORMS
It was observed in [9] that, in gênerai, none of the réduction results in [8] for EOL forms under the usual interprétation mechanism carry over to EOL forms under uniform interprétation. For example, let F n , n^3 be the form whose productions are: S -• a n \a -> N\N -• N. Then f£ u (F n ) consistsof finite unions of singleton languages of the type { b"}. In [9] it is proved that there is no short (separated, binary) form which is uniform form equivalent to F,,, for each n^.3. Intuitively it is clear that in reducing 5 -• a n to a short form, the forced uniformity of interprétation of a" will be lost, giving rise to words which contain at least two symbols under an appropriate interprétation.
This dirth of réduction results, and hence of normal forms, under uniform interprétation is a major obstacle to any serious investigation of EOL forms
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un der uniform interprétation. However the situation is not quite as bleak as [9] would have us believe. In the sequel we consider synchronized EOL forms under uniform interprétation. In this case there are positive réduction results of similar flavor to those in [8] for the usual interprétations. In particular, we prove that for every synchronized EOL form there exists a uniform form equivalent synchronized and propagating EOL form. Finally we prove a "spanning" normal form result.
We now obtain our first positive resuit: (ii) for ail A in K-ZJoralM -+ a in P, if ocisinZ*u F 5 u(K-(Zu V B )) + take v4 -> a into P, otherwise take A -• N into P. (F) . This follows by observing, firstly, that all terminals must give rise to "blocking words'\ because F is synchronized and secondly, for productions A -• a, A in V -Z, where oc either contains a mixture of terminais and nonterminals or contains a blocking symbol, then it is a "blocking" production.
• We now prove two simulation lemmas for EOL forms under uniform interprétation. These are analogous to those in [8] for the usual interprétation mechanism. Note however that there are EOL forms F x and F 2 such that F 2 "simulâtes" F, with ^(F 1 ) = ^(F 2 ) by [8] but ^I < (i forms. However since we only use the simulation lemmas to prove uniform form équivalence of two forms, we restrict our attention for both lemmas to the restricted case. Suppose:
l a in F 2 , and;
Proof: Observe firstly that >4 -> oc in Pj with A in Kj-Zj and a in (J^-ZJ+n ^(J^-K^) K* implies that for ail (3, ,4 => fe p => l~k oc, 0^/c</, p is not in Z*. Otherwise a consists of blocking symbols with respect to F 2 , which means that oc cannot dérive, in F 2i any word containing a terminal. However in F l9 a can dérive words containing a terminal, giving a contradiction.
Secondly, each "simulating" terminal dérivation in F 2 consists of a multiple of / simulating steps plus a one-step dérivation which introduces terminais, that is: S ^> k a => x in F l9 x in Z* implies 5 ^> k/ oc => x in F 2 and in both cases x then blocks.
If ^ -> a fulfills condition (i) of the lemma then sufficient unique productions such that A' =>' ce' is an "isolated" dérivation in F 2 .
Otherwise, A -> oc fulfills condition (ii) in which case take A' -* a'. Now extend \i { to be over K 2 , giving u 2 . Clearly, such an F 2 <l M F 2 (JI 2 ) can be so constructed. Further it is immédiate that L(F 2 ) = L(Fi), by the previous remarks and by observing that the uniform interprétation m only affects the terminal introducing productions A -> x. However these are transferred unchanged to F 2 . Hence the resuit. D DÉFINITION: Let F = (V, Z. F,S) be an EOL form and /^l an integer, we dénote by V(l) the set of ail symbols derivable in F in a multiple of / steps from 5.
We now have the second simulation lemma. Suppose that jor all A in V 2 (l):
(ii) A -+ CL in P 2 with a m Zf u F 2 * B implies A -• a is in P x .
Proq/: As in the first simulation lemma observe that A => k (3 => z~fc a in F 2 with a fulfilling condition (i) implies that (3 is not terminal. Hence the result follows in a similar fashion. D
We now apply these simulation lemmas to yield a short normal form result when only nonterminals are considered. If maxnr{F)>2 repeat the construction, otherwise let F 2 = F. This is a terminating process. Hence the result. D
We are now in a position to apply directly the theorem in [8] on the transformation of a non-propagating synchronized EOL form to a propagating synchronized one. By inspection of the proof in [8] ProoJ: By lemma 3.1 and theorem 3.4 above, and theorem 4.6 in [8] . D
We now turn to the promised spanning normal form resuit.
Lel u be a cZ/Z-substitution from Z to Z', then define \i u the uniform //-substitution of Z* to Z'* by u"(e) = e and for ail a x . . Clearly S£ u (F) = <£\ (H). Finally apply the previous theorems to H to give the required G. D
LANGUAGE FAMILY GENERATION
Given a (synchronized) EOL form F we are interested in the language family if M (F). A basic notion introduced in [8] is that of completeness.
If S£ u (F) = <£ (EOL) we say that F is uni-complète and if if (F) = if (EOL) we say that F is complete. Clearly if a form F is uni-complete it is also complete, since j£f M (F)üJ£? (F), for all EOL forms F. However the converse does not necessarily hold, for example, consider the form F : S -• a\S\aa\a S; a -• SS; which is shown in [6] to be complete using the chain-free normal form of [5] . Now the language {ab ) can only be obtained by isolating the dérivation S =>* S => aa in F. Immediately under uniform interprétation {ab} cannot be obtained. Hence F is not uni-complete.
We may of course generalize the notion of (uni-) completeness for any subfamily of & (EOL). We say that, for J^^(EOL), an EOL form F is (uni-)
£?-complete if if (F) = if (J? U (F) = J£). Subfamilies of particular interest are J^(REG), «3?(LIN) and S£{CF).
This investigation leads naturally to the related question: Is J£f u (F)jüJ&? or does i? M (F) 2^J É?, for some subfamily if of if (EOL) ? For example, [2] has shown it to be decidable whether $£ u (F) g if (REG) for an arbitrary OL form i 7 , while in [3] it is shown to be decidable whether <£ U (F)<^££(CF), for F a simple EOL form.
A technique of interest in its own right, namely the notion of a generator, has been introduced in [10] . We show that, apart from trivial exceptions, generators do not exist for EOL forms under uniform interprétations. Returning to the thème of uni-completeness, we have a preliminary result. LEMMA 
4.1: Let F = ({S, a], {a}, P F , S) be a two-symbol EOL jorm with productions (i) S -+ S; a -• a\S;{ii) S -• y for at least oney with m-\y\ ^2 and y contains at least one S, and (iii) S -• a\ l^i^m.
Then F is complete.
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Proof: We dérive a suitable normal form for EOL Systems. We know that every EOL language can be generated by a synchronized EOL System having only productions of the types A -» B \ BC \ a and a -• D,D blocking. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be such an EOL system. Construct a new EOL System G' as follows:
(1) for each word x in L(G) with |x | g m take S -• x into P'; (2) for each production X -• a in P with X a in F 2 take X -• oc into P', and (3) for each production A -• a in P with a in (V -Z) 2 , take ,4 -• JV a into P', where N a is a new nonterminal. For each dérivation oc => P in G, since G is synchronized we need only consider two cases: (4) P in I + , take JV a -• p in P; 
Finally for the new terminal symbols J A , A in V-Z, take: (6) T A^B iï
A->B is in P; (7) 7 A -> a if >4 -> a is in P, and finally; (8) 7^ -> N BC if y4 -> BC isin P.
We leave the reader the straightforward but tedious proof that L(G') = L(G).
It is clear, by the technique of the construction that G'< F.
• As already demonstrated there are forms which are complete but not unicomplete. That this is not a rare occurrence is seen from the following theorem, which is a conséquence of the above lemma. One open question is to characterize, under the usual interprétation, those EOL forms which are complete. Although little progress has been made in the gênerai case, for the case of simple forms (two-symbol and short) [6] have classified a large number of forms. The question of such a characterization also arises for uni-completeness.
Since the gênerai situation is, no doubt, as difficult for uni-completeness as it is for completeness, we restrict our attention to simple EOL forms. How much of the classification of [6] holds also for uni-completeness ?
Three trivial observations are worthy of mention. Firstly, a form which is not complete is also not uni-complete. Secondly, if each production in a complete form contains at most one a, then it is also uni-complete, and thirdly, if repeated a' s only occur in productions of the type a->aSora^>Sa, which are used for blocking, then the form is also uni-complete. Examples of these three situations are:
(1) S -• S\SS\a; a -+a is not complete and not uni-complete; (2) S -* a I 51 a S; a -> S is complete, and uni-complete; (3) S -> a | S | SS; a -> a S is complete and also uni-complete.
However the situation with a form such as: S -» a | SS; a -> a\S which has been shown to be complete in [6] by way of the chain-free normal form of [5] is completely open. We conjecture that this form is not uni-complete. Note that it contains ail S£ {CF) hence any counter-example has to be non-context-free.
Recall that an EOL form is stable with respect to terminais if for each terminal a, the only production for a is a -• a. A grammar form G is a contextfree grammar (that is, an EOL System with no productions for terminais, and sequential rather than parallel rewriting). Now uniform interprétations of grammar forms can be defmed analogously to the present définition of uniform interprétations of EOL forms. If G is a grammar form we obtain if M (G), while under standard interprétations of grammar forms we obtain J£ g (G), see [4] and [11] .
We now obtain: THEOREM 
4.3: Assume F is an EOL jorm stable with respect to terminais and F c is the context-free grammar jorm obtainedfrom F by omitting ail productions for terminais. Then & U {F C ) = £ ? U (F). Conversely, if F is a reduced grammar jorm and F L is the EOL jorm obtained by adding the productions a^ajor each terminal, then ££ U (F L ) = £? U (F).
Proof: S£ U (F)<^££ U {F C ) simply by observing that each F'< U F is also stable with respect to terminais. On the other hand if u (/ (see [9] ). Continuing our investigation of the families of languages of EOL forms under uniform interprétation we recall the notion of a generator [10] . We say a language L is a (uni-) generator for a family if, (if gif (EOL)), if for ail synchronized forms
For example, in [10] it was shown that a* is a generator for if (REG). When the generator L is in i^, we say L is a proper generator. In [10] it was shown that no proper generator for ^£ (FIN) exists, while a* is, of course, a generator for if (FIN), as well as a proper generator for if (REG). 7hen 5£ has no uni-generator. (FIN) , a contradiction.
Prooj: Assume L is a uni-generator for if', and H is a synchronized EOL System with L = L(H). Now L is infinité, otherwiseL(H) is finite and hence 5£ u (H)^Se
Let LgE*, # Z = n and define the languages L k , /c^Oby:
Choose the first L k^0 such that k>n. Construct:
. This can be constructed because of
(ii) H by adding the productions S -> x to if, where S is the start symbol, for ail x 'm L k .
Clearly L(H) = L but_if M (H)^Se since the language {04 ... a fc }, a^o,, l^i</^/c is not in Se Jfl\ D
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COROLLARY 4.6: Jhere are no uni-generators and hence, no proper unigenerators for & (FIN), S£ (REG), S£ (LIN), if (CF) and <£ (EOL).
Notice that this is a stronger result than under the usual interprétations. It is still open whether or not there is a generator for if (LIN) and if (CF). In [10] it is shown there is no proper generator for these families.
Finally we turn to the questions of when does $£ Xi (F) ^ if or i^ ^ if' u (F) for a synchronized form F and a language family i^'^^ (EOL ). We first show that for reasonable families ^ uniform interprétations are no more restrictive than the usual interprétations when considering the question: is ^U(F)^^ ? 
Prooj: ij is trivial since if M (F)gJSf (F).
Only ij: Let F <F(u) be an arbitrary interprétation of F and F' = (V', Z', P', S'). We demonstrate that there exists an F) ) we obtain the result. The requirement that the dcsm M is complete implies that |M(x)| = |x| for all x in L(F"). Construct a öfcs/?ï M, which processes each word z" in L (F") from left to right. On meeting p h it reads each symbol of x h and outputs the corresponding symbol in the right hand side of the production p h in F'. M continues in a similarmanner for the remainder of z". This is clearly a deterministic process and moreover the original word z' in L(F') is recovered in this way. Hence L (F') = M (L (F")), sinceeach wordz'inL(F')hasbeenencodedunderF"asawordz" = p Ii 
(F) <j i if 4i^ (F).
This follows from the observation that M (^' u (F))i>if'(F).
We only obtain equality when F has a single terminal symbol.
Let us consider the situation when F is not necessarily synchronized. If 5£ U (F) is either sub-regular or sub-linear then is ££(F) sub-regular or sublinear, respectively ? The following counter-example for the sub-regular case is due to Hagauer [7] .
Let F : On the other hand by [3] , 5£ u (f) g if (CF). Hagauer [7] has recently shown that j£? M (F) contains non-regular languages. Hence F is not a counter-example.
We now turn to the second question, specifically, for F a synchronized EOL form, when does if u (F)^if (REG). First of ail notice that there is no resuit corresponding to theorem 4.7. Indeed consider F defined by S -• a | aa \ S \ a S; a -> SS, then F is complete by [6] but is not uni-complete and in particular the regular language { ab ] cannot be obtained from F under uniform interprétation.
We provide a characterization of those synchronized forms which do in fact generate ail regular languages. Let F = ( V, Z, P, S) be a synchronized EOL form and x a word in L(F). We say x can be generaled singly if there is a dérivation S => + x in F in which the only terminal introducing productions are of the type A -+ y\y in Z u {s }. Similarly we say X g L (F) is generated singly if each word x in X is generated singly.
We now have: 
Proof: if Since if U (F)
is closed under intersection with regular sets, we can assume L (F) = af, and af is generated singly. Let R <= A* be an arbitrary regular set. Construct F' < U F such that L (/ 7 ') = A*, and then construct
Only if: Suppose none of af can be generated singly, l^i^n. Let a r -be the shortest word in af which cannot be generated singly, l^i^n.
Let f = max({r z : l^i^n} ) and A be an alphabet with nt éléments. Since if (REG) g J^u (F), we have A* is in S£ U (F). Hence there exists F'< U F (u) with L (F') = A*. Now \i (a i ) = A i , where A= u A,-and not ail A £ are empty. Therefore there is an /, l^ï^rc, with # A,-^f. LetC!,c 2 , .
• . ,c ri be distinct symbols of A, (this is alright since r,-^ f) 5 an(^ consider x = Cj c 2 . . . c r in L(F'). Since A f = u(tf,-) wemust have x in u (a" 1 ). However since a •' is not generated singly, not ail symbols can bemade distinct under uniform interprétation. This provides a contradiction, hence the resuit. D As a corollary we now obtain the following réduction results: Under the usual interprétation meehanism we have the much simpler characterization from [10] . PROPOSITION 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In carrying out the work reported we re-discovered the fact that little is known about spécifie forms under a spécifie interprétation meehanism. A case in point is the form F : S -> a; a -> a\aS introduced in the previous section. Under the usual interprétations it is easy to construct interprétations yielding noncontext-free languages, while S£ u (F) appeared to be a sub-regular. That 5£ u (F) is not sub-regular has been demonstrated in [7] by using a cleverly constructed interprétation. It can be shown that we need only consider the following related question. Let G : b -• a; a -• a\abbe an OL form with axiom b. Then it can be shown that ^^V dh {G) is sub-regular iff S£ U (F) is sub-regular.
We say G'< slab G if G'< G (|i) and for ail symbols a such that a -> a is in G we take, at least, a' -> a\ for ail a' in \L (a). Note that G' is a pure grammar. We may, of course, consider J? s{ah (H) for any EOL form H. However, any further investigation of stability preserving interprétations is left for another paper.
Second, we introducé a concept which is dual to that of generator. We say L is a (uni-) ^-destroyer, for some L in y (EOL) and ï£^ï£ (EOL), if for ail synchronized forms F, L(F) = L implies <£(F)±S£ {£? u [F)^ <£). Clearly we can speak about the family of ail if-destroyers, for a given if, this we dénote by Si (y). For example, letting ^ = ^{CF) we know from [1] 
